Moscow Talks to Focus on Afghan Security

KARUL - A new round of regional consultations on peace and stability in Afghanistan is expected to take place in Moscow on April 14, the Russian foreign ministry spokesman Alexander Mantytskiy has said. 

The consultation problem cannot be solved through single-track solutions, he said representatives of Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan will encourage the Afghan government and Taliban by holding an international conference in Moscow.

"There are many points to discuss to work out a regional approach to the solution of the Afghan problem, and to send a strong signal for the Taliban movement that there is no military solution and that's the message," the ambassador told ToloNews on Friday.

"Regarding the invitation of the Taliban movement, too," he said. (More on P4, DP)

Ghani President to Visit Indonesia in Early April

JAKARTA - President Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai is scheduled to visit Indonesia on April 6 to strengthen cooperation in the peace building process as well as in development projects, the Foreign Ministry of Pakistan's Foreign Affairs Director for South and Central Asia, Shahid Bahman said. 

"We also plan to discuss border closure and fuel tensions with Afghan delegates," he added. (More on P4, DP)

India, Afghanistan Discusses Ways to Boost Trade, Investments

KABUL - India and Afghanistan held discussions on ways to facilitate trade and investment between the two countries, a senior official said on Thursday.

"The two sides also agreed for further cooperation in security, energy, power, standards, agri-
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Border Closure to Fuel Tensions: Afghan Delegates

KABUL - A retired official said that the closure of borders and fuel tensions in Afghanistan is vital to stabilize in Pakistan, which is facing a serious situation and has suffered greatly at the hands of terrorism.

The two sides finalized a mechanism for coordination on combating terrorism. Mutual confidence could be restored without bilateral cooperation, the official said.

"Multilateral occasions are a great opportunity to break the ice and reduce tensions between the two countries," Aziz said, stressing that Pakistan’s counter-terrorism efforts must be acknowledged.

Moreover, the delegates also met National Security Advisor (NSA) Nazon Khan Jamia. Both sides agreed to (More on P4, DP)

Peshawar - The Pakistan-Afghanistan joint commission held productive discussion with an Afghan delegation on issues of common concern.

Aziz told the delegates he was convinced that peace in Afghanistan was vital to stabilize in Pakistan, which is facing a serious situation, and has suffered greatly at the hands of terrorism.

The two sides finalized a mechanism for coordination on combating terrorism. Mutual confidence could be restored without bilateral cooperation, the official said.

"Multilateral occasions are a great opportunity to break the ice and reduce tensions between the two countries," Aziz said, stressing that Pakistan’s counter-terrorism efforts must be acknowledged.

Moreover, the delegates also met National Security Advisor (NSA) Nazon Khan Jamia. Both sides agreed to (More on P4, DP)

NATO Urges Continued Support for Afghan Forces

WASJINGTON - A US-based Pakistani diplomat, accusing the Afghan administration of adopting a belligerent approach to Islam, on Wednesday, said that the US troops in Afghanistan were unprepared for a transit to the Afghan region in any possible future.

"Afghanistan’s problem lies in reconcilia-
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Domestic Plans Already Aligned with one Belt one Road Project

KABUL - India and Afghanistan need not an Option: UK Envoy

KABUL - British ambassador to Afghanistan Dominic Jeremy has said that fighting corruption is a need not an option, and that he believes the UK government is fighting corruption.

"Key message for the government is fighting corruption is not optional it is an absolute requirement, and the Afghan people demand it comes up continuously in the conversation that we have with the ordinary Afghan and civil society organizations and we and the international community strongly support the efforts of the government to tackle corruption," he said.

"I am expecting to see more and end the impunity," he said. The UK has made sig-
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Drones Added to Afghan Army Fleet in Northeast

KUNDUY CITY - Afghan forces have been equipped with drone aircrafts to strengthen their fight against militants in the northeastern zone, a senior official said on Thursday.

Li Gen, chief of Air Kamwara, the 80th Spnitzar Military Corps general commander, told ToloNews that they drones were provided to the Afghan forces 15 days ago.

Without revealing the number of drones, he said the air force was planning to expand cooperation with other security forces in the region.

"The (More on P4, DP)
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